TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
not noticing tanks and lakes and reservoirs in Mayfair; not noticing
when they saw in Hanover Square a notice jauntily stuck up from
the grass saying: "Please latch the gate"—and no sign of a gate,
past, present or future. They merely went on with their normal life.
There is a ne1^ major virtue which the war has required, and
requiring, created: Adaptability. Adaptability was not always
a front-line virtue, as it is now. Indeed, until the war, it was looked
on as merely a pleasant little social quality, convenient to have
about the house; a drawing-room grace. We said: "He's so
adaptable", in die same tone of light scorn as: "She's so good-
natured". The leopard unable to see any need to change his spots,
might thus have called a chameleon "so adaptable". Really strong
fine natures, unyielding and unpersuadable, deeply rooted as trees
that go down and down into the soil, had little use then for a
temperament like running water, dear and shallow, changing pace
and changing shape as required, cupping into pools, swirling
around the stubborn boulders.
Now, those who can adapt themselves swiftly and unselfishly
to strangeness, are surprisingly of far higher value than the deep-
rooted who formerly had our respect and admiration. They, the
unadaptable, the hold-fast-to-petmanence brigade, plod slowly
along as if thek boots were caked with earth; or. they, squander
their vitality on looking backwards, instead of gaily forwards and
sideways, up and around. Nostalgia for the past and for the old
ways, is a handicap in total war. Nor is it enough for them to
brace themselves for one big wrench and one dramatic change,
and proudly think themselves adaptable to have done so—(saying
they never cared for children and now, listen, they have children
in due house ? or they never cared for porridge and now, look,
they have porridge on their plate)—for directly they may have
accustomed themselves to the hew sounds and the new ways, it
is profealrk that these will again be suddenly and illogically swept
away or transformed into something else; we have to get used
to not cm& dbange or two 'changes, but to Change itself, in this
jiggfag, teasing, broken-up universe of Puck and Poltergeist.
So I walked on at last to Spink & Son. I had never been
insfefe the establishment before, and for a moment I wondered
if I wert entering the shado\vy richly-jewelled interior of San Marco
it* Venice. "Please/* I whispered in all diffidence, showing than
what i had kought, "I wonder please if perhaps you could tell
me of find out or something, because I -haven't the faintest idea
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